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BIRD PROTECTION CAMP
IN CYPRUS

Boštjan Deberšek, Committee Against Bird Slaughter

1 CAMP DURATION AND PARTICIPANTS
In spring 2019, Committee Against Bird Slaughter (CABS) and Foundation Pro
Biodiversity (SPA) organised the 11th consecutive Spring Bird Protection Camp in
Cyprus, with first being organised back in 2009. Camp ran from 21st to 28th March and
from 7th April to 18th May 2019.
Ten activists from 8 different countries: Cyprus, Italy, Germany, Hungary, Great Britain,
Switzerland, Slovenia and Spain participated at the camp. All of them already
participated at Bird Protection Camps in Cyprus in the past.
2 OVERALL RESULTS
Activists searched for bird trapping sites and also for other illegal activities affecting wild
birds in the south-eastern Cyprus, both in day and night time. Active trapping sites were
reported to the enforcement officers on duty for immediate actions to stop illegal bird
killings. With the help from officers of Cyprus Police and Game and Fauna Service we
have achieved the following overall results during the Spring 2019 Bird Protection Camp
in Cyprus:
BIRD TRAPPING
18 active trapping sites found
286 limesticks seized
1 electronic callers seized
5 prosecutions for bird trapping made
9 birds released from traps
AVIARIES
1 aviary with wild protected birds found
16 collared doves released from aviary
GROUND NETS
1800 meters of ground nets removed
8 animals rescued from ground nets (1 nightingale, 1 collared flycatcher, 4 starred
agamas, 1 large whip snake and 1 gekko)
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Picture 1: Common whitethroat caught on limestick found during Spring 2019 Bird
Protection Camp in Cyprus (Photo: CABS)
3 BIRD TRAPPING ACTIVITY THIS SPRING WAS LOWEST EVER OBSERVED AT
SPRING BIRD PROTECTION CAMPS
When we compare the results of Spring Bird Protection Camps between 2011 and
2019, it is evident that bird trapping activity this spring was lowest ever for Spring Bird
Protection Camps (table 1).
Table 1: Results of Spring Bird Protection Camps 2011-2019
Spring Bird Protection Camp

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Duration of the spring camp

13

25

27

23

29

43

44

70

50

No. of known tr. sites checked

122

238

267

311

249

395

282

292

171

No. of active tr. sites found

78

120

111

102

51

111

62

28

18

Percentage of active tr. Sites

63.9

50.4

41.6

32.8

20.5

28.1

22.0

9.6

10.5

No. of seized limesticks

3892 5461 3371 2256 1470 1828 1835

448

286

No. of seized nets

33

20

32

27

25

50

19

10

0

No. of seized el. callers

12

17

16

10

10

13

9

5

1

No. of prosecutions for trapping

1

14

21

15

17

13

6

3

5

* with red are marked the lowest results for each category achieved at Spring Bird
Protection Camps in the period 2011-2019
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This spring we seized, together with authorities, the lowest total number of limesticks for
Spring Bird Protection Camps. It was also the first time for spring camps that we havent
found a single trapping net set out. A very positive result indeed.
4 GOOD COOPERATION WITH AUTHORITIES
Beside record low trapping activity, spring camp was marked also with good
cooperation with enforcement agencies, especially with Game and Fauna Service. In
total we reported 10 trapping cases to the enforcement officers, they investigated 9
reported cases and 5 cases ended with prosecution of trappers. Half of reported cases
ending with prosecution is a very good result for enforcement agencies.
Table 2: Results of cooperation with enforcement agencies during CABS & SPA Spring
2019 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
Game and
Fauna Service

Cyprus
Police

No. of trapping cases reported
by CABS & SPA activists

7

3

No. of reported cases investigated
by enforcement officers

6

3

No. of sites with prosecution of
trappers

4

1

161

66

1

0

No. of limesticks seized
No. of electronic callers seized

Prosecuted trappers received on the spot fixed penalties for their offences. Three cases
ended with the same penalty: 200 € for possesion of limesticks. One case ended with
penalty of 8200 €; 8000 € for trapping out of hunting season and 200 € for possesion of
limesticks. The penalty for the fifth case was the highest ever issued for trapping cases
reported by us. Trapper has been issued a penalty of 20 200 €. 200 € for possesion of
limesticks and 20 000 € for possesion of 199 steel bird traps.
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Picture 2: Game warden with limesticks and 2 freshly killed blackcaps seized at the
trapping site reported by us during Spring 2019 Bird Protection Camp (Photo: CABS)
5 GROUND NETS AND AVIARIES WITH ILLEGALY KEPT BIRDS
While searching for traps, we checked also for other activities that have negative impact
on wild birds; mainly the use of ground nets and use of aviaries to keep protected wild
birds.
Ground nets are commonly used by people in Cyprus. They place them around their
gardens, houses and huts with domestic animals to prevent snakes and other animals
entering their properties. Ground nets catch and kill small animals that want to cross
them, including birds. The dying is slow and painful as animals get more and more
entangled in these nets while trying to free themselves and they will suffer for long
hours before they die from exhaustion and starvation.
Although ground nets are illegal based on the Law for the Protection and Management
of Nature and Wildlife 153(1), 2003, which transposes the EU Habitats Directive into the
legislation of Republic of Cyprus, there are hundreds of ground nets used just in the
Famagusta District, resulting in killings of thousands of small animals every year, mostly
snakes, lizards, birds and hedgehogs.
This spring we have inspected 2500 meters of ground nets and found 72 animals
caught in them, including 11 birds (table 3).
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Table 3: Results of investigations and actions against the use of ground nets during
Spring 2019 Bird Protection Camp
No of meters of ground nets inspected

2500

No. of meters of ground nets removed

1800

No of animals found in ground nets

72

No of dead animals found in ground nets

64

- starred agamas

27

- snakes (18 large whip snakes, 1 montpelier snake, 1 blunt nosed viper)

20

- birds (house sparrows, goldfinches, blackcaps, unknown)

9

- long-eared hedgehogs

6

No. of animals rescued from ground nets

8

- starred agamas

4

- large whip snakes

1

- birds (1 nightingale, 1 collared flycatcher)
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Picture 3: Collared flycatcher rescued from ground net during Spring 2019 Bird
Protection Camp (Photo: CABS)
During fieldwork we also found an aviary with 27 illegaly kept collared doves. They were
kept in small cage and without food. 11 doves were already dead, 2 were dying and 14
were alive. We have reported the aviary to the wardens. When we arrived to the site
together with wardens, someone was just leaving from the site. Apparently he just
released the alive doves as we only found 11 dead and 2 barely alive with wardens. We
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took the alive ones with us and kept them for few days until they recovered completely
and then we released them.

Picture 4: Dying collared dove rescued from aviary (Photo: CABS)
6 BIRDS RESCUED DURING THE CAMP
Our work is all about rescuing birds so I have prepared a list of all birds we have
rescued this spring. In total we rescued 27 birds belonging to 9 species. Unfortunately
we were too late for 38 birds, found dead in traps, aviaries and ground nets (table 4).

Picture 5: Wood warbler rescued during Spring 2019 Bird Protection Camp (Photo:
CABS)
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Table 4: List of rescued birds and birds found dead during the Spring 2019 Camp
No. of birds
rescued
from traps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Blackcap
House sparrow
Common whitethroat
Wood warbler
Great tit
Golden oriole
Pied flycatcher
Collared flycatcher
Nightingale
Collared dove
Thrush nightingale
Goldfinch
Unidentified
Total

No. of birds
rescued
from
aviaries

No. of birds
rescued
from ground
nets

4
1
1
1

3

1
1
16
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No. of
dead birds
found in
traps,
aviaries and
ground nets
2
6

16

1
1

2

11
1
1
14
38

7 CONCLUSION
I remember very well the spring 2012 in Cyprus, when we found and collected
thousands of limesticks during Bird Protection Camp. We found them in approximately
every third garden we checked. Illegal hunting was also very common and among
others we observed hunters shooting at kestrels in middle of national park Cape Greko.
I was shocked but at the same time determined to help end this slaughter. And we
worked hard every spring since then at Bird Protection Camps to make a change. And
we did make a change !
This spring we havent heard a single shot fired, we havent found a single net and total
number of limesticks we collected this spring is the same as number of limesticks we
would find in a single garden ten years ago.
For some of you it might sound like an exaggaration, but I strongly believe that it is
mainly our work that has made a difference. Illegal killings can be stopped with resolute
and pro-active actions against them.
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Thank you, the participants of the Spring 2019 Bird Protection Camp and thank you
supporters and donators for making yet another amazing bird protection camp possible.
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